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Adelbert Attendees: Andrew Brown, Andrew Rukovena, Andrew Rukovena, Bob Lanese, Brian Yuhnke, Colleen Nagy, 
Dennis Rupert, Don Kamalsky, Emily Mayock, Ermin Melle, Frank Merat, Jean Gubbins, Jess Walders, Jill Barnholtz-Sloan, 
Jim McGuffin-Cawley, John Landers, John Smolick, John Wheeler, Kirsten Nagel, Lev Gonick, Lolita Hines, Mark 
Henderson, Mark Williams, Mike Kenney, Mike Kubit, Mike Lewicki, Mike Weiss, Molly Berger, Rebecca Patrick, Roger 
Bielefeld, Roni Ornan, Scott Sharp, Steve Campbell, Steve Hauck, Sue Shick, Thomas Siu, Timothy Robson, Tina Oestrich, 
Tron Compton-Engle, Wendy Shapiro 
 
Connect Attendees: Austin Bennett, Brian Rosen, Caron Baldwin, Chris Burant, Eileen Connell, Jeff Gumpf, Joel Kraft, 
Mark Beno, Mark Herron, Patricia Underwood, Rimas Bilunas, Tom Franchina, Tom Knab  
 

Welcome and Introduction - Jess Walders  

 FY13 IT Highest Priorities   
o Focused IT investments across the University by all IT organizations in the Research enterprise, specifically, 

HPC, Visualization, Informatics and milestone achievements in the pre-award system implementation.  
o Focused IT investments across the University by all IT organizations in support of teaching and learning, 

specifically learning spaces, learning analytics, and student life cycle support.  
o Focused IT investments across the University by all IT organizations in decision support, specifically, business 

process improvements, business agility, and faculty life cycle support.  
o Information Security compliance, regulatory, and identity management and protection, specifically, Clinical 

Data and Research Management  
o Focused, campus-wide IT alignment and governance to develop an integrated web architecture and web 

content management solution for the University leading to an enterprise web content management 
implementation in FY13. 

USG IT Perspective, A Year in Review - Andrew Brown, USG Vice President of Information Technology 
 

 Andrew, who acts as a liaison between USG and IT, offers an undergrad perspective on IT.  
o What do students love? Google Apps Suite, especially Google Docs/Drive and Gmail; the software center; 

network speeds and access; HARLD, which lets students know electronically when packages arrive; WEPA, 
which is the new printing system; MediaVision; and Tapingo, which allows you to order and pick up food 
without waiting in line.  

o What do students think needs improvement? The greenie tracking system. Accessing Blackboard on mobile 
devices would be great. The room reservation system needs to be improved – there are too many forms that 
cause headaches for student groups trying to schedule a room.  

o What services do students think are missing? Since the printers were replaced and the new ones don’t have 
scanners; scanners for general student use need to be replaced/added. An effective universal calendar is 
missing; there is one for student events, and there is something on Launchpad but they’re not very great.  
An electronic petty cash/checks (direct deposit) and receipts system is missing as well – this is important for 
student employees.  

o Moving forward – other things we would like to discuss and focus on in the future include: increased 
interaction and cooperation between differing IT providers, there are many silos. ResNet delivery – upon 
move in, should students talk to IT or Student Services? Is there a point at which students switch to the 
other? If so when is that? Student and departmental printing programs, and student/staff collaboration with 
Exchange are also on our future list.   



 Mark Henderson – tell me more about student/staff collaboration with Exchange. It’s more of an 
issue with students that need to collaborate with advisors. It is hard to interact if Google sync 
protocols have not been engaged. Note: Student Affairs is currently transitioning to Google apps.  

 Dennis Rupert – Who have you worked with in the cashier’s office? Andrew was just made aware of 
this problem. He will follow up with Dennis Rupert.  

 Tom Siu – I’ve noticed a lack of worry from a security perspective. Please comment. Students 
generally don’t worry about security. Antivirus is less of a concern than it should be. SSO is great, 
but students are not generally worried about security, which is a compliment to IT on keeping 
everything running smoothly.  

 
Virginia Tech Learning Spaces - Jennifer Sparrow (via TelePresence), Director of Emerging Technologies & New 
Ventures  
 

 Innovation Space: I like to call it Learning lessons. As we move through the process we continue to try new things 
and determine success or failure. Learning spaces on campus – consideration, ideas and execution. There is the 
common joke that if Rip Van Winkle fell asleep for fifty years he would be confounded except when he walked into 
the classroom. We wanted to create spaces that inspired faculty to teach in new ways and students to learn in new 
ways. The hard part was getting people to feel comfortable. Mobile desks and chairs was the first step, each 
projector had its own input; and then the next step was to make the spaces more comfortable. Learning takes place 
in all spaces. We included many white boards for collaboration and even used white board paint on the walls. Think 
about what learners are comfortable with and what they are bringing to the group. Embrace partners that are 
selling furniture to you. Steelcase node chairs – being used on a loaner basis. Faculty liked the chairs because they 
are mobile, but students said there is not enough desk space and there is a lip so the collaborative space is too small 
when pushed together. Faculty, staff and students were all engaged in the discussions so we could get lots of 
feedback. We go through experimental periods of roughly six weeks with faculty that are on board. Sell the idea to 
them. Make sure the faculty understand and that they are on board with the end goal.  

 Lessons learned: the space won’t change what we do all by itself. We can bring in flexible, comfortable, interesting 
pieces but we need to work with those things. Some things we didn’t think about: faculty’s level of comfort with the 
technology and the space; their zone of proximal development. Some will adjust quickly, some will be open to trying 
to adjust and some will be completely off-put by it. What support do we need to provide for the technology to make 
faculty comfortable? Do we need to attend the first three classes to help them set up? Maybe rethink the entire 
course to switch to problem-based learning. How can we help them? I was really surprised about students’ 
reluctance too. They’ve expressed that we’re flipping the classroom, but they’re not teaching me. Get students to 
think differently about what to expect from the classroom. Lecture delivery, regurgitate format is what they’re used 
to. They’re still learning, but in a different way. Students also need some time to think about, dialogue and 
experiment with the spaces.  

 Beyond the Hawthorne effect: next steps, what spaces come next? A few spaces are experimental. Jennifer 
recommends that we establish a good relationship with furniture vendors to lend furniture to us to try out. What we 
want to do is bring as many faculty into the space as we can to show them what is available and how IT can help 
them.  One next step is to continue the dialogue with faculty on how can this help us view teaching and learning 
differently? For example: “I would like to do a case study and have five groups work on five separate pieces and then 
bring it all together. We’re doing rapid deployment of the tools. Jennifer continues to push the envelope. 

o Tom Knab – Have you experimented with no seats, just standing? We have not done that, but it sounds like a 
great idea to try. Even in our virtual leaning space, which is similar to Second Life, they want to sit. We do 
have bean bags in some rooms, but the students still pull them up to the tables. 

o Lev – We’re excited to learn about the experience of the innovative part of the learning spaces. I have a 
bureaucratic question: how do you get the registrar on board? Negotiation with the registrar was the 
challenging part. They like to be able to predict that since there are fifty seats, that means fifty people can 
sign up for that session. The innovative learning spaces may mean less people in the classroom but they 
allow for more mobility. The best way to approach a fix is by showcasing what can be done in these spaces. 
With the registrar, agree that some spaces will decrease in numbers but negotiate to think about blending 
learning, for example, meeting once a week instead of twice. The two experimental rooms at Virginia Tech 
are scheduled separately, and are not owned by the registrar.  



o Tom Knab – Is seating capacity a factor? In the experimental spaces we kept the same number of seats that 
were there previously or even added more. As far as the other spaces on campus that are being considered, 
we’re very aware of what we’re taking away seat-wise. We need to balance meeting the learning outcomes 
and still fitting the same number of seats in each space. Even seats that swivel would promote more 
collaboration in lecture rooms. 

o Brian Yuhnke – You mentioned that you’ve been working extensively with faculty and how that is important. 
What specifically did you do to prepare them and change pedagogy for this? We have a Faculty 
Development Institute which faculty attends every four years. Computer refreshes happens after they 
attend this session, so attendance is quite good. Discussion topics include: emerging technologies and 
faculty discussions for what can happen in these spaces. A lot of it is relationship building. Look at what they 
are doing currently and suggest other options for supplementing. It always starts with the learning 
outcomes – what do you want your students to be able to do at the end of the semester? Here is how the 
technologies or the space can supplement what you do.  

o Do you have experience with a[n innovative] laboratory with messy things, such as rocks/dirt, or 
engineering? We haven’t in our space, but we need to be open to the needs of the entire university. We are 
trying to figure out how Vet Med students can perform surgeries and film them with GoPro cameras.  

o Tom Knab - Have you had to augment your wireless capacity in these experimental spaces? Our motto is 
invent the future, and we’re not quite there. It is a challenge. To demonstrate the need we have thrown up 
some rogue wireless networks. Then we bring in the wireless people to see what we’re using and what 
happens when we turn it off. We don’t get good cell service in buildings either.  

o Brian Yuhnke – You’re the first person I’ve heard speak negatively about the node chairs. We’ve been looking 
into using them. Taken offline.  

o Patricia underwood – It behooves us all to think about how to redesign our learning experiences to enhance 
students' achievement of desired outcomes and to consider the role of the environment in supporting this, 
but how are you taking into consideration learner differences including learning styles, age etc.? Providing 
flexibility is good. Creating both traditional and new comfortable spaces is critical as well as taking into 
account accessibility issues. The key is to get students to think about themselves as agents of their own 
learning. Learning doesn’t need to be what we have known it to be in the past. One student commented (to 
Jennifer Sparrow): my job as a student is to know what the faculty want me to know. Her job is really to 
learn. In K-12 they teach standards of learning (SOLs), we need to change their mentality when they enter 
Higher Ed so that they focus on learning. 

CWRU Learning Spaces Update - John Landers 

 Wanted to provide a brief update on where we are in our learning spaces effort. We’re trying to transform 
classrooms by achieving the following goals: building and showcasing eLearning spaces; supporting and enhancing 
active learning experiences; gathering data; helping with student retention and attracting student interest in 
applying to CWRU. Working with the Sextant group.  There is an event on April 30:th Redesigning Classrooms and 
Enhancing the Student Experience. Faculty Fellowship Program applications will be taken there. In May we’ll finalize 
the design and construction bidding. Summer will be construction and A/V integration, the end of summer will be 
the Active Learning Fellowship and in August the rooms will be ready for the start of classes. The rooms are: Nord 
310, Mather Memorial 125, Bingham 103, and Glennan 209Y (ThinkBox). 

o Jill Barnholtz-Sloan - What about the learning that goes on outside the classroom? Will there be innovative 
opportunities for that and will there be incentives for using those opportunities? That is not high on our radar 
but we’re interested in exploring it. 

o Nord 310 has high background noise from the HVAC – Is that part of this scope? Yes, we need to take into 
consideration the big picture, not just the carpet and wall colors. Half of the budget will go towards facilities, 
specifically to address that.  

Priority Review Board (PRB) Update - Colleen Nagy 

 Each year we get better and better at this. We had two themes that came out as priorities this year: research 
compliance and data. Mark Henderson and Dean Jeff Duerk are co-chairs of the PRB which is made up of one 



representative from each of the schools. Mark doesn’t get to vote on priorities. This year we didn’t ask for new 
initiatives, since we had a list of about twenty already; that was enough. We have been talking about some of these 
initiatives for three years. So we asked for the Project Initiation Forms (PIFs) to be updated; about 16 were actually 
updated. We voted on asking eight executive sponsors to present their PIFs; ended up with seven presentations. 
We’d like to thank all those who took time out of their busy days to present and vote.  We did not rank the research 
compliance must-dos: FISMA Compliant Research Environment; Clinical Informatics, which is the software that sits 
on top of the FISMA environment, and the Animal Research Center and IACUC which is duct-taped together.  

 The rest of the initiatives were ranked and a composite score was created (high – 3, medium – 2, low – 1).  The 
ranked initiatives were: Space Management, Big Data, User Data Storage for Restricted Information, Faculty Lifecycle 
System, Identity Management, and Data Analytics, which is really part of the Faculty Lifecycle Initiative. These are 
the boulders that we need to focus on. Lev comments: Deliberations were on Thursday and the next day Colleen 
presented to the ESC. The ESC has discussed the must-do’s at length. We need to figure out exactly what resources 
are needed and in what timeframe. ESC has had its first look at it. This fall capital funding will be identified likely for 
some parts of the compliance piece.  

ITSPAC Subcommittee Update, A Year in Review: 

 Finance, Administration & Business Process Improvement - Dennis Rupert 
o Finance and business officers would meet to go through the boulders. Roger Bielefeld and Mike Warfe 

presented on the research - focused on mass storage for researchers which was driven by a growing demand 
for research storage space. John and Colleen gave a pre-award/Sparta update. Kirsten Nagel gave a WCM 
update. Wendy Shapiro gave a presentation on learning spaces; great work is really going on and it is 
needed in the classrooms.  We give feedback on how these are going to work from our perspective. Where 
are we going for FY14: enhanced financial analytics – PeopleSoft is very transactional and not great to look 
at future trends. We want something that looks at problem solving, and comes up with solutions; more than 
what we think about already. 

 Advanced Research & Computing - Steve Hauck 
o Subcommittee has focused on providing feedback on large scale computing and data visualization on 

campus as well as providing feedback on other prospective initiatives. How do we improve on curriculum in 
computational sciences? Looking forward: continue to provide guidance and feedback on research service 
offerings, and investigate HPC related course modules. 

 Academic Technology Advisory - Molly Berger 
o Have had major discussions on learning spaces. Event on April 30th allows for the opportunity to discuss this 

more. Also discussed: learning analytics and data mining; looking at retention, advising, and alumni relations 
– all the data in the university – and bringing it together to trigger action to help with common issues and 
predictive analytics. Going forward, next year will be the implementation and assessment of learning spaces 
project and continued development in Learning Analytics using a larger data set. 

 Applications & Decision Support - Mark Williams 
o Objective is to look at different applications and the need for data governance. How do we utilize and 

leverage IT? The challenges include: it’s not clear who is responsible and accountable for the data; we’re 
being reactive instead of proactive; no consistent data sharing practices. What we plan on moving forward is 
to look at framework, i.e. from Gartner, on how to define a core set of data for faculty, staff, students, and 
alumni that is university owned. For FY14 this committee will be renamed Information Governance.  

 Council of Technology Officers (CTO) - Andrew Rukovena  
o Year in review: our goal was to increase communication between ITS and the CTO to make things run more 

smoothly; the weekly ITS/CTO conference calls helped achieve that. We did not aggressively pursue new 
projects since the ITS pipeline is full. Major accomplishments include: the implementation of a new 
PC/laptop vendor, MCPc; making TelePresence an option for CTO meeting attendance; the CTO chair now 
attends FSCICT meetings; unrepresented member areas were engaged for CTO representation; and we’ve 
reached out to non-ITS/CTO IT personnel to improve communication. Outlook for next year: there may be a 
focus on reducing inefficiencies and unneeded redundancy through centralization and/or outsourcing. 
 

 Customer Service & Satisfaction - Don Kamalsky 



o Used this committee as an opportunity to give feedback. Our focus was on creating a culture of 
collaboration. We took a broader approach than in the past and worked on goals a lot; Solarwinds let us 
really step ahead. On a regular basis the committee would talk about how to creatively mine the data to 
think about it in more comprehensive ways. A great example was that we observed we were being reactive, 
and now we are being proactive. Now we’re getting info and responding to problems in ways that allows us 
to enhance rather than just react. The NOC launch was an important step. We spent time discussing 
MediaVision to understand not just the faculty perspective, but the student perspective as well. How do 
students use Courseware? The ITS scorecard – we challenged them with new ways to view the data. The 
service desk has leapt ahead and moved in a very positive direction. We’ve discussing the feasibility of an 
enterprise service desk that consolidates all services providers through a single point of contact. 

 Digital Content Governance - Emily Mayock 
o New committee this year comprised of representatives from the school reps as well as student 

organizations. Digital content doesn’t just mean branding on website; it includes academic content, 
scholarly journals, social media etc. We have been doing a lot of fact finding to figure out what people are 
working on and what their needs are. How can we create governance around these issues to help meet 
needs of organizing data? Images, data, videos, websites, informational content, marketing content. 
Segmenting all this and discussing. Imagery, what they can use on websites, and where it can be stored.  

 Security & Policy - Timothy Robson 
o Objectives and discussions include: vendor contracts - boilerplate language produced and disseminated to 

procurement and university counsel; Security guidance. This committee deals with things that no one thinks 
about until it is too late and then you need a policy. We deal a lot with anticipating. Created the legal notice 
that should be at the bottom of each university website (http://www.case.edu/legal.htm) which was 
published April 1st.  Determined that the Identity Management policy is not a part of this committee’s scope 
but clearly a function of ITSPAC overall and resolved to promote creating an ITSPAC IdM committee. There is 
also an effort still underway regarding IT equipment disposal/reuse/resale of standard policy. Also have not 
yet dealt with a two factor authentication policy or an encryption policy.  

Year End Close & Thanks! 

 Will be back up in September. Thank you for your participation. Good luck with final exams, see you at 
commencement. Thank you for participating actively in IT governance at CWRU.  


